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The Joint Air Power Com
petence Centre (JAPCC) wel
comes you to attend our 
2015 Air and Space Power 
Conference in Essen, Ger
many from 23 – 25 November. 
The JAPCC is an accredited 
NATO Centre of Excellence 
which aims to provide key 
decisionmakers with effec
tive solutions on Air and 
Space Power challenges, in 

order to safeguard NATO and the Nations’ interests. Our inter
nationally renowned annual conference provides an interactive 
forum for delegates to exchange ideas and perspectives on 
Joint Air and Space Power topics.

The JAPCC Conference has attracted senior military, political, 
industry and academia leaders with attendance of over 130 
flag officers, including Air Chiefs, in the last 2 years. The theme 
of this year’s conference is: ‘Air Power and Strategic Communi
cations – NATO Challenges for the Future’.

Airpower is one of the primary means through which NATO 
deters and combats hostile regimes, as well as conduct inter
vention and stability operations. Now, and in the foreseeable 
future, the demand for NATO airpower will continue to grow. 
Its incredible speed, versatility and precision can achieve ob
jectives at low cost and low risk, with little collateral damage 
or civilian casualties. To NATO, the value of airpower is clear. 
It’s equally as clear to an adversary, some of whom have mini
mal military capability to counter it and must instead leverage 
the information environment as their predominant weapon. 
Entities hostile to NATO understand that the general public’s 
knowledge and opinion of airpower are vulnerable. Indeed, 
the more prominent airpower becomes in operations, the 
more likely it will be targeted in disinformation campaigns 
 designed to misinform the public and undermine support for 
NATO’s airpower employment. 

Today’s global communication capabilities greatly amplify the 
impact and speed with which one can change foreign and do
mestic public opinion and potentially influence Alliance activities 
or operations. Dealing with disinformation is a major challenge 
for NATO and Western Strategic Communications campaigns. 
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There has, until now, been relatively little study of the role of Stra
tegic Communications and airpower. Through this conference, 
the intention of the JAPCC is to deepen NATO’s understanding 
of this relationship. NATO requires public support to conduct 
operations and must improve its ability to communicate air
power’s role in strengthening international peace and security.

The conference will be organized as a symposium and will 
present four themed panels:

1.  Strategic Communication and its 
Relationship to Airpower

This panel will feature strategiclevel political and military leaders 
who will discuss NATO’s longterm plans for developing stra
tegic communications as well as examining the unique role of 
airpower. Some core questions will include: Are NATO doctrine 
and resources for Strategic Communications adequate? What 
is the role of airpower as seen through the lens of Strategic 
Communications? What do recent conflicts teach us about the 
relationship of Strategic Communications and airpower?

2.  The Media and Perspectives  
on NATO Airpower

Open and effective relationships with the media are a neces
sity for democratic nations. This panel will focus on how the 
Western media perceives airpower. Key issues to be explored: 
What are the current frictions between the media and the 
military? As the military and media come from very different 
organizational mindsets, are they talking at cross purposes? 
This panel will bring professional journalists and NATO public 
relations experts together to explore their understanding of 
media / military relations as well as to identify means by which 
the media and military might mitigate miscommunications by 
building a stronger mutual perspective.

3.  Disinformation Campaigns  
Against Airpower 

This panel will feature a group of expert academics who will 
outline how disinformation affects the broader public dis
course surrounding NATO’s employment of airpower. Some 
key questions to be examined include: how effective is dis
information against NATO airpower? What are the main themes 
of that disinformation? 

One special topic will examine how Russia is using major media 
campaigns to undermine and discredit NATO. 

4. Preserving Credibility 
What are the best and most acceptable methods for counter
ing enemy disinformation? The adversary will often view 
 domestic public opinion as a friendly centre of gravity and 
attempt to influence it. Therefore, the Alliance must improve 
its methods for informing the international audience regard
ing its mission and actions. Some key questions: How can 
NATO Strategic Communications best present NATO policy 
and airpower? How can NATO Strategic Communications 
best prepare in terms of organization, doctrine, planning and 
training to meet the Strategic Communications / Airpower 
 future challenges? This panel will also provide highlights from 
the JAPCC’s research project Mitigating Disinformation Cam
paigns Against Airpower and some recommendations to im
prove NATO policy and doctrine.

This year’s conference expects to bring together top experts 
from the political, academic, military and media spheres to 
 encourage debate and audience engagement. It is essential 
we enhance our understanding and capability to use the infor
mation environment to advance our objectives, removing the 
ability of our adversaries to corrupt public opinion by distort
ing or maligning the Alliance’s intent and quality of operational 
execution. We look forward to seeing you there!
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Interested? Contact and reserve your seat: 
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